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POSTAL HISTORY IN THE MAKING?

BOB MEDLAND

An acquisition from Rölli recently arrived in an envelope that itself was worthy of study before I had even
opened it. I am sure it is one that would have had Michael Rutherfoord saying “That’s interesting!” – for it
had no less than six postal labels or ‘etiquettes’ - see above. Working from left to right on the front of the
cover:
1) ‘Priority – Prioritaire’ bilingual blue sticker. Surprisingly this did not include Par Avion/Air Mail perhaps because that is now the default mode for international mail?
2) ‘Zoll - Douane – Dogana’. A trilingual sticker confirming that the item could be opened for customs
inspection if necessary.
3) ‘R’ (Recommandé étranger) bar-coded label for recorded delivery sent abroad, issued by CH-6047
Kastanienbaum post office. Bilingual in English/French (yet sent from a German-speaking part of
Switzerland).
4) ‘AR’ (Avis de reception) bar-coded label advising that a further surcharge had been made for
confirmation of delivery. Interestingly, this service (German = Rückschein) has been available for
international post from Switzerland since 1875.
On the reverse – see illustrations on the top of the next page :
5) Orange ‘AR’ ticket – a rouletted, detachable card to be signed, stamped and returned to the sender,
confirming delivery. It seems that our local postie did not recognise the need for this.
6) Green customs declaration form confirming the nature and value of the item exported.
A note on postal rates:
The letter was marginally larger than B5 format, weighed 70g and sent priority post. According to the
SwissPost website the charge for this is Chf4.30. The surcharge for recorded delivery (Einschreiben) is
Chf6.00; the surcharge for confirmation of delivery (Rückschein) is Chf3.00, total Chf13.30. The cover
was therefore over-franked by Chf2.70, apparently by using up old stocks of mint stamps from
collections – at the addressee’s cost. Ah well, something to put on one side - perhaps it will be worth
something in 75 years’ time? Or at least a talking point at the next meeting.
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POSTAL HISTORY IN THE MAKING? (continued)

BOB MEDLAND

BULK MAILING FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE UK

EDITOR/TED STERN

Peter Hobbs drew our attention to the role of Swiss Post
International (SPI) in the distribution to the UK of Swiss
Post's journal 'Focus on Stamps' (HPS Newsletter
December 2010 and March 2011). Since then I have been
keeping my eye out for related items.
From my own correspondence I note that Swiss Post have
also used SPI/Parcelroute Services Limited for the delivery
of some of their New Issue service paperwork. The ever-watchful Ted Stern has sent me a label which
seems to show that Swiss Post have now set up their own 'Mailing Services' office in the UK (see
telephone number) in partnership with TNT post (Fig. 1 - above). Ted's correspondence related to
gardening products !
The American Philatelic Research Library use SPI (who in turn also have TNT post as a partner) for the
delivery of their journal to me in the UK (Fig. 2) and Zumstein+cie use SPI (with UKMail) for the delivery
of their house journal, the BBZ (Fig. 3). Has anyone further interesting examples of the role of SPI and
other such private mailing companies. ? (Editor)

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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THE RESULTS OF THE SOCIETY'S NATIONAL COMPETITIONS FOR 2012
Our long serving member and well-known Swissspecialist stamp dealer, Ian Gilchrist, 'swept the
board' at the HP Society's Annual Meeting. He was
presented with both the Helvetia Silver Cup (for his
display 'The Stamps of the Consular Service of
Switzerland') and the Moore Bowl (for 'Mail between
Switzerland and Colombia Using the SCADTA
Airline 1923 – 1929') by our Chairman David Hope
in Wells in April. The picture shows Ian and his
trophies with, looking on (from left to right), Werner
Gattiker, Derrick Slate (Librarian) and Richard Akers
(Packet Secretary).
All the entries for the two competitions were, once
again, of a very high standard and highlighted the
enormous variety of themes available to Swiss
collectors. The members in attendance at the
Meeting judged the exhibits. For the record, the
subjects of the other competition entries, all (in the
humble opinion of your Editor) of medal-winning
quality, were :
The Helvetia Silver Cup
'Forgery Checking – the Cedric Dry System' – David Colman. (Runner-up)
'Tell Boy' – Richard Akers
'Swiss Soldier Stamps 1939-1945' – David Hope
'Swiss Hotel Posts' – Derrick Slate
The Moore Bowl (for postal history)
'Airmail Between Switzerland and the USA '– David Hope. (Runner-up)
'Switzerland Special Flights 1924 – 1938' – Richard Akers
'Imperial Airways – the Swiss Connection' – Dennis Cairns
'Consular Mail Services' – Ian Gilchrist
'Two Countries' Postage Due' – Bob Medland
'Internment Camps - Second World War 'Evade' Escaped Prisoners' – Derrick Slate
Congratulations and thanks to everyone for upholding the traditions of the Society. (Editor)
Ian Gilchrist's Moore Bowl winning exhibit was part of a much more extensive display entitled 'Mail
between Switzerland and Colombia Using the SCADTA Airline 1923-1937' which he displayed at the
American NAPEX exhibition last year winning a Gold Medal and the American HPS's Novice Award.
Encouraged by his success he entered it at the American National Stamp Exhibition, Westpex, in San
Francisco in April this year where he was awarded a Gold Medal for a Multi-frame Exhibit, an award from
the America Philatelic Congress for 'Excellence of Written Text' and an AHPS Bronze Medal. It has now
been accepted for the international (F.I.P.) stamp exhibition in Jakarta in June. We await the results. Just
to complete the picture, Ian's Helvetia Silver Cup winning entry on 'The Stamps of the Swiss Consular
Service' also won the Highstead Cup at the HPS Northern Region earlier in the year.
NEXT SOUTHERN REGION MEETING - Saturday 16nd June 2012 – 'Postcards with Pictures' – All
Members; at the Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire. commencing at 10.30 a.m.
Details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
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REGISTRATION LABELS OF SWITZERLAND PART 3
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MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD and WIM JACOBI

Wim Jacobi and the late Michael Rutherfoord had been working on this article for a long time
prior to Michael's untimely death. Thankfully Wim has managed to complete it for publication for
the benefit of us all. It appears in the Newsletter with the kind permission of Michael's widow
(Editor)
GROUP E Return to previous Registration system, inland.
Form number:
Size:
Used from:
Until:
75 x 25 mm
1.4.2006
today

For:
.. years

Compensation on loss – max. CHF. 500,00 - was reintroduced on 1st April 2006. All Group D labels are
no longer used, but the difference between Inland and Foreign has been maintained. A new
phenomenon was introduced called track and trace. From here on it is possible to see where in the
process the letter is. This is possible because there is not only a barcode on the letter itself but there are
also two copies made of them. There are 7 R-labels on one sheet and 14 barcode labels. This means
there are two identical barcodes for every R-label. One of these labels is stuck on the post office list and
one on the customer's receipt. By scanning the barcode the post office can tell whether or not the letter
has already reached the destination and, if not, where it is located.

Receipt 300.03 (218986) 11.2008 PV, at the lower left there is space for the barcode.
Type 16
Internal use only. Large "R", size 75 x 25mm, coding 45
x12, all numbers same height in clear. Main text only in
French, "Recommandé Suisse".
Type 17
Larger "R", as Type 16, for transit offices, but could change
to "International" when all are concentrated at 8010 ZürichMülligen (ZMI).
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GROUP F. Labels for FOREIGN letters only.
Form number:
Size:
Used from:
75 x 25 mm
1.4.2006

Until:
today
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For:
.. years

International numbering starting with small "R", with national code, CH for Switzerland in clear twoline instruction - upper in English, lower in French. Logo in English.
Type 18
Large "R", text in French, size 75 x 25mm, small place-name,
coding 47 x 11.
Type 19
Larger "R", text in French, size 88 x 29mm, small place-name,
coding 55 x 13.
Type 20
Large RED "R", 2-line text, in the second line étranger –
foreign- red in French, size same, large place-name, coding
55 x 13. Arrangement of code in clear, changed, with 3 groups
of 3 digits each.
Type 21
Hybrid between type 16 and type 18, large place-name.

Business user
For larger customers there are special forms. The customer has to fill out a form, stick the labels on
the letters themselves and the corresponding barcodes on the form. The original remains at Die Post,
a copy is passed to the customer. The business system has different categories :
Mailing with delivery certificate labelled and PP-franked by the customer.
1. List of contents / Invoice addressed Inland letters Form. 219.27 (for clearance).
2. List with barcodes for mailing with delivery certificates: Form. 210 17 (for tracking).
Mailing with delivery certificate labelled and PP-franked by Swiss Post.
3. List of contents / Invoice addressed Inland letters Form. 219.27 (for clearance).
4. List of the addressees.
Mailing with delivery certificate labelled and franked with stamps or franking machines by the
customer.
1. List with barcodes for mailing with delivery certificates: Form. 210 17 (for tracking).
2. List of contents / Invoice addressed Inland letters Form. 219.27 (if a discount is wanted).
Mailing with delivery certificate labelled and franked with stamps or franking machines by
Swiss Post.
1. List of the addressees.
2. List of contents / Invoice addressed Inland letters Form. 219.27 (if a discount is wanted).
Internet
Via internet it is possible to download form 222.03 de PM 03.2010 Online. One can stick up nine
barcodes on this form which can be used for registration of letters and parcels and express post. In front
of every barcode label the addressee and the destination must be filled out.
Private user
Labels for private use are gradually vanishing since computers began to be introduced in 1996. As usual
this first began to happen in the large offices, rather rapidly followed by all smaller offices. At this moment
R-labels are no longer used. Computer managed labels contain all information like: barcode, date,
function and charges. There are many differences in these labels, thus creating another area for study.
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Foreign

Many thanks to:
Roger Günther, Oskar Schwarz and Karl Gebert for their prompt and reliable answers to our
questions and their collection of information for us.
NB:
1. Dimensions of the framed labels are taken between centre-lines.
2. Dimensions of the unframed labels are taken between the outer-lines.
3. First or early dates of use found are mentioned. Last days of use of each type is not
usually possible as there is always considerable overlapping as old stocks are first used up.
Literature cited :
Doorenbos J,

(1977).

Guignard, G. & L.Vuille

(1998)

Günther, R.
Rutherfoord, M.

2011
(1994).

Rutherfoord, M.
Rutherfoord, M.

(1995).
(1995)

Schwarz, O.

(1987).

Schwarz, O

(1994).

Schwarz, O.
Zumstein, A.

(2011)
1995

Enkele aantekeningen over aantekenen. Jungfraupost nr. 29 pp. 25 –
27.
Les Étiquettes Postales Suisses 1896 - 1997. Consilium Philateliae
Helveticae, pp. 29 – 30.
Personal communication of 27th January.
Some notes on Swiss registration labels. Helvetia Philatelic Society
Newsletter. 48/2, pp. 9 – 10.
Wieder ein neuer Zettel Typ9. Der Poststempelsammler, 4/1995,101.
Selbstklebende R-Zettel Typ6. Der Poststempelsammler, 10/1995, pp.
222.
Die R-Zettel Grundtypen der Schweiz. Mitteilungsblatt Arge Schweiz,
Nr.16, pp. 12 -14.
Schweizer Sonder-R-Zettel Spezialitäten. Privatausgabe. Auflage:10
Stück.
Personal communication in letter of 5th January 2011.
Recent Swiss R-label Activity, Tell 21 nr. 4, pp. 10-13.
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WERNER GATTIKER

Line- Harrow- and Comb-Perforation.
These are the three most commonly used types of perforation in philately. With some issues more
than one type of perforation was used; in Switzerland the distinction is important in only two issues,
the UPU Anniversary issues of 1900 and 1924. First the general distinctions:
Line-Perforation
As the name implies, perforations were applied by a single line of perforation pins, first in one
direction with the sheets moved along by one length or one width of the stamp for every punch,
then, with the sheets turned by 90 degrees, in the other direction. The resulting perforation shows
irregular corners in line-perforated stamps, where the horizontal and the vertical lines of holes
intersect. Sheet margins on two or possibly on all four sides are normally perforated through to the
edge.
Harrow-Perforation (or Sheet-Perforation)
Here the entire sheet is being perforated in one punch by a block of perforating pins arranged in
exact stamp size. Corners of such stamps will be regular, as one perforating pin will be arranged in
the precise spot of the intersecting stamp edges. Sheet margins are normally left unperforated, or
maybe just one perforation pin extends on two or four sides to assist with tearing.
Comb-Perforation
This is probably the most commonly used method to perforate stamps. Perforation pins are
arranged like a comb, and each punch thus perforates three sides of a stamp. At the end of the
sheet the comb punches the fourth side of the last row of stamps, plus the adjoining sheet margin.
Usually the pins are arranged precisely enough to give stamp corners the same regular cornerperfs as in the Harrow Perforation method, and only the punched through sheet margin on one
side of a sheet give the perforation method away. Many variations of comb-perfs exist, some
punching two rows at a time, some with pins arranged more like a “H”, etc.
The 1900 UPU Issue
The first printing (Zumstein 77A-79A) was line-perforated, the second and third printings (77B-79B
and 77C-79C) had regular harrow (sheet-) perforation, see illustrations below (from Zumstein’s
Specialized 2000 Catalogue) and note the differences where the lines of perforations intersect:

LINE-PERF. (stamps with irregular corners)

HARROW-PERF. (stamps with regular corners)

The 1924 UPU Issue
Harrow and Comb Perforators were used, both resulting in regular corner-perforations in each
stamp. Comb-perforated sheets show the curious arrangement where rows 1, 3 and 5 in the sheet
had “short” stamps with 23 vertical perforations (same as harrow-perforated stamps), while rows 2
and 4 in the sheet had “long” stamps with 24 vertical perforations. Therefore, we can only be
certain as to which perforator was used in these cases:
- Single stamps in “long” format (i.e. with 24 vertical perforations) come from comb-perforated
sheets.
- Vertical pairs (or blocks) where both stamps are “short” (i.e. both with 23 vertical perforations)
come from harrow-perforated sheets.
- Stamps with adjoining sheet margins:
Where the sheet-margin is perforated through they come from comb-perforated sheets (any side).
Where the top or bottom margin is NOT perforated through, they come from harrow-perforated
sheets.
Where the left or right margin is NOT perforated through on “short” stamps, it is not possible to
determine the perforation method.
DIARY DATES - 6th and 7th July ThematiX '12 at King George Field Indoor Bowls Club, Jubilee Way,
Chessington, Surrey – www.thematix.co.uk/thematix12.htm and 26th - 29th September UK Autumn
Stampex at the Business Design Centre, Islington, London – info@philatelic-traders-society.co.uk
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SIXTY FIFTH HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2012
It having been agreed at the 2011 AGM that, as of 2012, a resumé of the Minutes would appear rather
than taking up considerable space in the Newsletter with the full Minutes there follows a resumé of the
AGM held in Wells on 17th April this year. However any member requiring a full copy of the Minutes
should contact the Honorary Secretary who will be happy to send these either electronically or by post.
Under the Chairmanship of David Hope twenty members were in attendance.
In the absence of the Hon. Secretary due to health reasons Margaret Wragg kindly deputised.
Despite the sad loss of four Honorary Life members, membership had, for the first time in a number of
years, increased considerably and now stood at 147. Interestingly all new members had made contact
electronically.
Income had exceeded Expenditure by some £676 and the balance in the General Fund now stood at
£5,864, approximately two years subscription income. Whilst Charities Commission guidelines
recommend at least one year we still have a liability of £1,295 for London Meetings rental for the period
2006 to 2010. This will either be paid when invoices are received or written off after six years under
Accounting Rules. Taking into account changes in postal rates, an increasing number of members
receiving the Newsletter electronically, and the need for resources to meet potential changes in
members' Meeting requirements and information resources a conservative Budget would allow existing
subscription rates to be maintained for 2013.
The Sales Packet was being circulated amongst a diminishing number of members with only better
quality material attracting a high level of sales. Some administrative changes were being made to the
method of confirming adherence to the rules when forwarding Packets and these would be circulated to
participating members in due course. Having held the position of Packet Secretary for eight years
Richard Akers considered it time to stand down and a replacement would be sought.
It had been an uneventful year in the Library and later this year a house move would necessitate Derrick
Slate’s retirement as Librarian. Thanks to Bob Medland, plans were in hand for all relevant books to be
taken into temporary storage pending the appointment of a new Librarian. Thanks were offered to the
retiring Librarian for his services over many years.
Whilst the response rate to the recent Newsletter questionnaire was disappointingly low the results
received were generally very encouraging and overall most members appeared to be happy with the
monthly offering. Some 40% were now receiving the Newsletter electronically benefiting from, where
available, coloured illustrations. The economic practicallity of offering the printed version also in colour
would be investigated. The Editor recognised the ongoing need to improve the Newsletter to meet the
varied needs of a wide readership and it was hoped to translate some of the ideas received into reality in
the coming months. As always the need was for articles from as many members as possible.
A majority of the members had taken advantage of the subsidised “Digital Library For Swiss Philatelic
Research” produced by the Webmaster and feedback indicated that it was proving of considerable
benefit to those researching their chosen subjects. The work involved in the production of the DVD had
inevitably resulted in little new information being added to the Society’s Website; an omission that it was
hoped to rectify in the coming year.
Existing Officers and Committee members were unanimously re-elected en bloc.
Acceptance of all the Reports, together with the Accounts for 2012 and the Budget for 2013, was
formally proposed, seconded and unanimously carried.
Thanks were expressed to the Officers and Committee members who had contributed so much to
making 2011 a particularly successful year.
Margaret Wragg – Acting Secretary.
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